Abstract. Different types of extragalactic objects are known to produce TeV gamma-rays.
Introduction
Individual sources of ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) 1 with energy above 10 18 eV have not been identified yet due to the severe limitations imposed by the uncertainties on the determination of the identity of the particles and the unknown strength and structure of the magnetic fields in the Universe. The reconstructed direction of a charged cosmic-ray particle might not point back exactly to its source due to deviation in the magnetic fields. Given this limitation, the study of the origin of the cosmic rays is restricted to limited classes of sources and any important information involves the convolution of measured quantities with propagation models and catalogs of objects [1] .
One possible exception to this scenario which needs extra data to be confirmed is Cen A. The Pierre Auger Observatory has measured an excess of events around Cen A [1] , however the correlation angle is very large (∼ 18 degrees) and many other objects lie within this angular window.
On the other hand, gamma-rays are not deviated by magnetic fields. Cosmic-ray observatories are sensitive to gamma-rays at the highest energies (E γ 10 18 eV). At present, no observation of a high energy photon has been claimed, all candidate events are compatible with nuclei primaries. As a consequence upper limits on the gamma-ray flux at the highest energies have been obtained [2] . At TeV energies a few hundred gamma-ray sources have been discovered by the past and current Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs). Also, at lower energies (GeV) more than one thousand gamma-ray sources have been detected by the Fermi-LAT instrument [3] . It is believed that the majority of the gamma-rays observed in the GeV-TeV energy range originate in those sources. However a significant number of these gamma-rays can be produced in the propagation of cosmic rays in the intergalactic medium [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
UHECRs interact with the radiation backgrounds producing secondary 2 particles. The production of secondary particles in the cosmic microwave background and in the extragalactic background light has been studied in detail (see for instance [9] [10] [11] ). The relevant aspect of the propagation of UHECR for this paper is the production of GeV-TeV gamma-rays which can be summarized as follows.
Pions, electron-positron pairs, and neutrons are the main outcome of the interaction of the primary cosmic ray with the radiation fields. For the considered distances (extragalactic sources) pions and neutrons decay before reaching Earth. Gammas, electrons and neutrinos are the most numerous secondary particles produced in the cascade process. Gamma-rays (E 10 GeV) interact with the low energy photons of the radiation fields producing electronpositron pairs. Electrons and positrons can upscatter low energy photons of the background via inverse Compton producing gamma-rays that continue the cascade process.
The relevant photon backgrounds for this cascading process are: (a) The extragalactic background light composed of the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet regions, which is important in the energy range from E γ = 10 GeV to E γ = 10 5 GeV of the incident gamma, (b) the cosmic microwave background from E γ = 10 5 GeV to E γ = 10 10 GeV, and (c) the radio background from E γ = 10 10 GeV to E γ = 10 13 GeV [12] .
The cascade process generates a high flux of secondary photons with energy in the GeVTeV range. Due to the production of secondary gamma-rays in the propagation of cosmic rays in the intergalactic medium, the number of gamma-rays measured at any given direction in the sky is a combination of the ones produced in the source (primary flux) and the ones produced during the propagation of the cosmic rays (secondary flux). This is an ambiguity which has to be solved in order to extract the primary gamma-ray spectrum of a source. In fact, it has been pointed out that the measured gamma-ray spectra of some unusually bright distant blazars might originate as a result of the propagation of high energy protons emitted by these sources [13] [14] [15] .
Among all candidate sources observed by the ground and space based observatories, there are some for which only an upper limit on the gamma-ray flux is obtained. For these objects the upper limit constrains the sum of the primary and secondary fluxes of photons. If the measured upper limit flux of GeV-TeV gamma-rays is interpreted as the upper limit on the secondary gamma-rays produced by the cosmic rays propagating from a distance source to Earth, it is possible to set an upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity of the source. If the primary gamma-ray flux of the source is not taken into account then the calculated upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity is the most conservative.
The method proposed here relies on calculations of the UHECR propagation in the intergalactic medium to establish the connection between the UHECR and GeV-TeV gammarays fluxes. The method can be applied to any upper limit on the GeV-TeV gamma-ray flux measured by ground or space based instruments. In order to illustrate the method we have used a catalog of sources for which the H.E.S.S. telescopes have measured upper limits [16] .
Two particular sources Pictor A and NGC 7469 are studied in detail. Pictor A is a Fanarof-Riley II galaxy with high radio activity. Its jet is clearly visible by Chandra [17] and it is oriented at a large angle with respect to Earth, therefore the gamma-ray emission is not expected to be high. The H.E.S.S. telescopes observed Pictor A for 7.9 h, no signal was detected and an upper limit on the integral flux of gamma-rays was obtained. NGC 7469 is a Seyfert 1 spiral galaxy placed at ∼ 68 Mpc from the Earth. It has been observed by H.E.S.S. for 3.4 h, no excess was seen and an upper limit on the integral flux of gamma-ray was also calculated. The method developed in this paper allows us to calculate an upper limit on the proton luminosities of Pictor A and NGC 7469, for energies above 10 18 eV, based on the upper limits on the integral flux of gamma-ray obtained by H.E.S.S..
The new method proposed here has its relevance increased by the proposed construction of the CTA Observatory [18] . The CTA Observatory will have a sensitivity one order of magnitude better than the current IACTs and therefore is going to be able to set very strict upper limits at GeV-TeV energies.
At the same time, the scientific community is planning the next steps for the detection of UHECR [19, 20] . Multi-messenger astroparticle physics has been claimed to be the key to solving the remaining puzzles in high energy astrophysics [21] [22] [23] . The idea presented in this paper contributes in this direction.
The method
The method developed in this section establishes the connection between a measured upper limit on the integral flux of GeV-TeV gamma-rays of a source and the UHECR cosmic-ray luminosity of the same source. The purpose of this section is to formalize the method in a general mathematical way. The details of the application of the method to specific sources are done in section 3.
Let us start by assuming that a point source injects a cosmic ray energy spectrum given by a power law with an exponential cutoff
where L CR is the cosmic-ray luminosity, α is the spectral index, E cut is the cutoff energy, and C 0 is a normalization constant
where E min = 10 18 eV is the minimum energy of a cosmic-ray particle produced by the source. The injection spectrum can be rewritten as
where P 0 CR (E) is the normalized energy distribution of the injected particles a given comoving distance (D s ) from Earth, assuming an isotropic emission, the cosmic-ray flux can be written as
where z s is the redshift of the source, P CR (E) is the energy distribution of particles arriving on Earth and K CR is the number of cosmic rays arriving on Earth per injected particle. K CR and P CR (E) include the physics of the propagation of the cosmic rays, i.e. all interactions and energy losses suffered during the propagation process. Here an isotropic cosmic ray emission is assumed. This source generates a secondary gamma-ray flux which is proportional to its cosmicray luminosity. In analogy to equation (2.6) it is possible to write the gamma-ray flux at Earth as a function of the cosmic-rays luminosity,
where K γ is the number of gamma-rays generated per injected cosmic-ray particle and P γ (E γ ) is the energy distribution of the gamma-rays arriving on Earth. Here E γ is used to denote the energy of the gamma-rays. Note that in this case K γ and P γ (E γ ) include the physics of the propagation of the cosmic-rays and gamma-rays. Equation (2.7) relates the gamma-ray flux measured on Earth to the cosmic-ray luminosity. Therefore, an upper limit on the integral gamma-ray flux can be translated into an upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity (L U L CR ) of the source according to
where I U L γ (> E th γ ) is the measured upper limit on the integral gamma-ray flux obtained above a given energy threshold (E th γ ) at a given confidence level (CL). Equation (2.8) is the summary of the method presented here. It allows us to calculate an upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity given the measured upper limit on the integral gamma-ray flux. K γ and P γ (E γ ) summarize the propagation process under the assumption of the source properties: distance (D S ) and injection spectrum (P 0 CR (E)). In general, the factors K CR and K γ and the distribution functions P CR (E) and P γ (E γ ) can be obtained from Monte Carlo simulations [24] (see Appendix A for details).
It is worth noting that when a mixture of nuclei are injected by the source such that the proton fraction is different from zero, equation (2.8) when calculated for proton primaries (using P pr γ and K pr γ ) gives an upper limit on the proton luminosity of the source. This can be understood from the fact that, if heavier nuclei are injected by the source in addition to proton primaries, the resulting gamma-ray flux at Earth is larger than the one expected for protons only.
Application of the method
The data considered in this work were taken by the H.E.S.S. telescopes [16] . H.E.S.S. is an important ground-based gamma-ray observatory currently in operation that makes use of the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov technique. Between 2005 and 2007, H.E.S.S. observed several active galactic nuclei from which a gamma-ray flux with energy above 100 GeV was expected to be measured. At this energy, H.E.S.S.'s sensitivity is at the level of a few percent of the Crab Nebula flux.
In Ref. [25] the H.E.S.S. Collaboration reported the observation of 14 candidate sources for which no significant emission was detected. From the 14 candidate sources, 10 were Blazar and 4 Non-Blazar types of AGNs. In that publication the upper limit on the integral gammaray flux of each source was reported. We select three sources from the H.E.S.S. publication to illustrate the method proposed here: NGC 1068, NGC 7469, and Pictor A. These three sources were chosen by a combination of factors. They are all non-Blazar, they cover the distance range of interest (∼ 16, ∼ 68, and ∼ 141 Mpc), and they are all in the field of view of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
The factor K γ and the energy distribution P γ (E γ ) for each of the three sources were calculated by using the Monte Carlo simulation program CRPropa [24] (see Appendix A for details) under the following input assumptions. The injection spectrum is a power law with an exponential cutoff as shown by equation (2.1). E cut is taken to be proportional to the charge number (Z) of the injected particle E Z cut = Z × E pr cut , where pr = proton. Two cases were simulated: Only proton and only iron nuclei as primary particles. The following cutoff energies were considered: log(E cut for iron nuclei. For each combination of the injected particle type and E cut nine values of the spectral index (α), going from 2 to 2.8 in steps of 0.1, were considered.
Using the upper limit on the integral flux of gamma-rays (I U L γ (> E th γ )) obtained by H.E.S.S. the upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity L U L CR is calculated, by mean of equation (2.8), for each simulated scenario. The upper limit UHECR flux obtained for each source by using equation (2.6) is therefore determined by the injection spectrum shape (α and E cut ) and by the calculated L U L CR . The upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity of a given point source calculated by using this method is useful only if the contribution of the corresponding UHECR flux to the total flux observed by a given cosmic-ray observatory, which includes all sources in its field of view, is smaller than the upper limit on the UHECR total flux measured by this observatory and calculated at the same CL. Because a given point source contributes in a different way to the total UHECR flux observed by different cosmic-ray observatories, this condition has to be fulfilled considering the observations done by every cosmic-ray observatory relevant in this energy range.
The contribution to the spectrum measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory of the upper limit UHECR flux calculated for NGC 1068, for all scenarios considered, does not fulfill the condition of being lower than the upper limit on the UHECR total flux measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory. This indicates that the upper limit measured by H.E.S.S. is not restrictive enough in order to be used by this method. In this sense, the spectrum measured by cosmic-ray experiments can be used as a classification of the restriction power of the GeV-TeV gamma-ray measurements. For the cases of NGC 7469 and Pictor A this condition is fulfilled for all proton scenarios considered. These sources are analyzed in detail in the next subsections.
Note that Pictor A is only seen by the Pierre Auger Observatory. However NGC 7469 and NGC 1068 are also seen by Telescope Array which is located in the northern hemisphere. In particular, NGC 7469 has a positive declination and is better seen by Telescope Array than by Auger. However, for these two sources it can be seen that the restriction power of the data used to estimate the surface detector spectrum of Telescope Array [26] is smaller than the one corresponding to the Pierre Auger Observatory, i.e. the upper limit on the total flux obtained from the surface detector data of Telescope Array is larger than the one corresponding to Auger. This is due to essentially two reasons, the flux observed by Telescope Array is larger than the one observed by Auger and the statistics of Auger is larger than the one corresponding to Telescope Array. Therefore, for the analyses of NGC 7469 and Pictor A only the Auger spectrum is considered.
Pictor A
Pictor A is an interesting Fanarof-Riley II broad emission line radio galaxy [27, 28] . Due to its relative proximity (z = 0.0342) it has been extensively observed in many wavelength ranges. Radio observations have shown a relativistic jet with rich hot spots in the termination shock region [17] . Recently, Fermi-LAT has detected GeV gamma-rays (0.2 < E < 300 GeV) with a very low flux (F 0.2<E<300GeV = (5.8 ± 0.7) × 10 −9 cm −2 s −1 ) coming from this source [29] .
The abundance of data from this source (see Ref. [30] for a compilation) and the possibility of resolving its inner structures make it an important object with which to probe to many of the unsolved questions regarding gamma-ray emission. The broad band emission of Pictor A suggests a synchrotron self-Compton mechanism operating in the source in which TeV gamma-rays can be produced via inverse-Compton scattering. However the predicted flux is well below the measurements of Fermi-LAT and H.E.S.S. [29] .
Regarding the acceleration of the highest energetic particles, Pictor A is also a plausible candidate. A magnetic field of the order of 1 µGauss has been measured in filaments with kpc size [31] which guarantees the possibility of accelerating particles up to E ∼ 10 20 eV according to the Hillas criteria [32] . At the same time, the measured luminosity of the jet L jet ∼ 10 43.1 erg s −1 also satisfies the Lovelace [33] condition for acceleration in the jet.
The upper limit on the integral gamma-ray flux of Pictor A obtained by H.E.S.S., at 99.9% CL, is I U L γ (E > E th γ = 320 GeV) = 2.45 × 10 −12 cm −2 s −1 . As explained above, by using this upper limit and equation (2.8), the upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity of Pictor A is calculated for all scenarios considered. Then, the upper limit on the UHECR flux is calculated by using the upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity. Figure 1 shows the contribution of the upper limit on the UHECR flux of Pictor A to the total flux observed by the Pierre Auger Observatory. Note that the calculated flux is weighted by the exposure of the Pierre Auger Observatory in the direction of Pictor A (see appendix B for details). The plots on the left column show the results for the cases of only primary protons and on the right column the ones for the cases of only iron nuclei. Each row in figure 1 shows a different cutoff energy of the cosmic rays in the source, log(E pr cut /eV) = 20, 20.5 and 21 for protons and log(E 26 cut /eV) ∼ = 21.41, 21.91 and 22.41 for iron nuclei (E 26 cut = 26×E pr ). All plots show the combined cosmic-ray spectrum measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory [34] and the upper limits on the total flux (arrows) at 99.9% CL obtained from the surface detector data only (number of events in each energy bin and the exposure taken from Ref. [34] ), assuming Poisson statistics.
From figure 1 (right column) it can be seen that for several combinations of cutoff energy and spectral index and in many energy bins, the contribution of the upper limit UHECR flux of Pictor A to the total flux observed by Auger, for the case of iron nuclei primaries, is above the upper limit on the total flux of Auger (obtained from the surface detector data). Therefore, the upper limit on the integral flux of gamma-rays measured by H.E.S.S. does not impose a valid upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity of Pictor A for the case in which iron nuclei are considered for the analysis.
On the other hand, the upper limit measured by H.E.S.S. offers a valid constrain if UHECR protons are injected by the source. From figure 1 (left column) it can be seen that for all scenarios considered regarding proton primaries, the contribution of the upper limit UHECR flux of Pictor A to the total flux observed by Auger is smaller than the upper limit on the total flux of Auger (obtained from the surface detector data). In this case, the upper limit on the integral flux of the gamma-rays determines a valid upper limit on the proton luminosity of Pictor A. Figure 2 shows the upper limit on the proton luminosity of Pictor A as a function of the spectral index for log(E cut /eV) = 20, 20.25, 20.5, 20.75, and 21.
Pictor A has been observed by Fermi-LAT [29] in the energy range from 0.2 to 300 GeV. However the upper limit on the integral gamma-ray flux obtained by H.E.S.S. is the most restrictive condition for the proton luminosity of Pictor A. The flux measured by Fermi-LAT in the energy range from 0.2 to 300 GeV is more than one order of magnitude larger than the one derived from the upper limit measured by H.E.S.S., independent of spectral index and cutoff energy.
As mentioned before, upper limits on the photon fraction at the highest energies have been obtained by the past and current cosmic-ray observatories. The most stringent ones come from the observations done by the Pierre Auger Observatory [35] [36] [37] . The upper limits on the integral gamma-ray flux obtained by the Pierre Auger Observatory are more than two orders of magnitude larger than the integral gamma-ray flux calculated from the upper limit obtained by H.E.S.S., in the same energy range, independent of spectral index and cutoff energy. Therefore, also in this case the gamma-ray observations at GeV-TeV energies provide the most restrictive upper limit on the proton luminosity of the source.
NGC 7469
NGC 7469 is a well known spiral galaxy [38] with a Seyfert 1 nucleus embedded in a ring of starburst activity. At radio frequencies, its structure shows an unresolved central component surrounded by a ring of star forming regions [39] .
The upper limit on the integral gamma-ray flux of NGC 7469 obtained by H.E.S.S. at 99.9% CL is I U L γ (E > E th γ = 330 GeV) = 1.38 × 10 −12 cm −2 s −1 . Also for this source, the upper limit obtained by H.E.S.S. offers a valid constraint if UHECR protons are emitted by the source. As for the case of Pictor A, if iron nuclei are considered the contribution of the upper limit UHECR flux of NGC 7469 to the total flux measured by Auger is larger than the upper limit UHECR flux of Auger obtained from the surface detector data. Figures 3 shows the upper limits on the proton luminosity as a function of the spectral index for the same values of the cutoff energies as the ones considered for Pictor A.
Also for NGC 7469 the upper limits on the integral gamma-ray flux obtained by the Pierre Auger Observatory, at the highest energies, are more than two orders of magnitude larger than the integral gamma-ray flux calculated from the upper limit obtained by H.E.S.S., in the same energy range, independent of spectral index and cutoff energy. Therefore, also for this source the gamma-ray observations at GeV-TeV energies provide the most restrictive upper limit on its proton luminosity.
Conclusions
In this work a new method to infer an upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity of individual sources from GeV-TeV gamma-ray observations has been presented. This new method is based on the fact that the UHECR produce gamma-rays when they propagate from the sources on their way to Earth. The gamma-rays generated in this manner contribute to the total flux observed at Earth.
Measurements done by ground and space based experiments impose upper limit on the integral flux of GeV-TeV gamma-rays of some sources. Using a conservative approach of no intrinsic gamma-ray emission of the source it is possible to calculate an upper limit on the cosmic-ray luminosity of individual sources.
We have studied in detail the cases of Pictor A and NGC 7469. We have calculated an upper limit on the proton luminosity of the two sources as a function of the index of the injected spectrum for several values of the cutoff energies (figures 2 and 3) . We have also shown that the GeV-TeV gamma-ray upper limits obtained by H.E.S.S. impose the most restrictive condition on the proton luminosity of the sources.
The results presented in this work illustrate one caveat of the multi-messenger techniques to study the origin of cosmic rays at the highest energies and gamma-rays at GeV-TeV energies. The method elaborated here has its motivation increased by the future Cherenkov Telescope Array which will allow the observation of a much larger number of extragalactic objects than the ones observed at present with a much lower sensitivity.
A Simulations
In this work the propagation of cosmic-ray particles from the source to Earth is simulated with CRPropa [24] . CRPropa is one of the most complete public software packages to model the propagation of nuclei in the intergalactic media considering the most relevant particle interactions and radiation backgrounds.
CRPropa also propagates the secondary photons generated by the propagation of the nuclei, which is the main interest of this paper. The most important effect is the pair production due to the interaction of high energy nuclei with the photon backgrounds. This effect is implemented as a continuous energy loss according to the parametrization given in Refs. [9] [10] [11] . Other important effects which produces GeV-TeV gamma rays are also considered in CRPropa, like, photo-pion production and the subsequent π 0 decay.
The injection spectrum assumed in this work consists of a power law with an exponential cutoff (see equation (2.1)). We have modified CRPropa in order to include the exponential cutoff.
The propagation of the particles is done with the one dimensional option in CRPropa. The SOPHIA [40] interaction package, available in CRPropa, is used allowing a detailed simulation of the photo-pion interaction process. Also, for each studied case 10 7 particles are injected at the source position and propagated to the Earth.
Standard cosmology is assumed for the calculations, the Hubble parameter is given by H(z) = H 0 Ω m (1 + z) 3 + Ω Λ with H 0 = 72 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω m = 0.26, and Ω Λ = 0.74.
In the present calculations it is assumed that the Intergalactic Magnetic Field (IGMF) is negligible. In principle, the presence of a non-zero IGMF modifies the electromagnetic cascades mainly due to the deflection of the electrons and positrons in this field. These effects are negligible if the magnitude of the IGMF is 10 −14 G [8] . Recently, a lower limit of order of 10 −15 G has been obtained from gamma-ray observations of distant blazars [41] [42] [43] . However, in Ref. [44] it has been suggested that a null IGMF cannot be excluded due to systematic effects. Figure 4 illustrates the simulations done with CRPropa. The distance of Pictor A is used in this example. The spectral index is α = 2.3 and two different pure compositions injected by the source are considered, protons and iron nuclei with cutoff energies E p cut = 10 20.5 eV and E 26 cut = 26 × 10 20.5 eV, respectively. The luminosity of the source is taken as L CR = 2.1 × 10 44 erg s −1 . The figure shows the flux at Earth corresponding to cosmic rays and gamma-rays for the proton and iron nuclei cases. The propagated spectra shown in this figure are calculated from K and P used in section 2.
B Contribution of a point source to the measured UHECR flux
Cosmic ray observatories detect particles coming from all directions in the sky over large periods of time. Therefore, each individual cosmic-ray source contributes in a different way to the observed spectrum. The flux of a given source is weighted by a factor that depends on its position in the sky, on the location of the observatory, and on the specific characteristics of the detectors and methods used for the data analysis.
The differential number of detected cosmic-ray particles that come from one given source is given by
where subscript s is used to specify a given source, Φ s (E) is the source flux at Earth, A is the area of the observatory, T obs is the observation time, θ s is the source zenith angle, and ε 0 is the efficiency of the observatory. Usually ε 0 depends on primary energy and zenith angle, however ε 0 is taken as a constant which is true for the Pierre Auger Observatory for primary energies E 10 18.5 eV and zenith angles θ 60 • [45] and also for the Telescope Array for E 10 18.8 eV and θ 45 • [26] . Here Θ(x) is the Heaviside function (Θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and Θ(x) = 0 otherwise) and it is assumed that the events used to calculate the measured spectrum are such that θ ≤ θ max .
The observed cosmic-ray flux (J s CR (E)) is obtained dividing the differential number of events by the exposure (E)
and for a constant efficiency the exposure can be written as
where E 0 is the threshold energy used to calculate the energy spectrum. Combining equations (B.1), (B.2), and (B.3) the contribution of a point source to the total flux can be written as J
where W s = ω s /(π sin 2 θ max ) and
(B.5)
For an analytical expression of ω s see Ref. [46] . 
